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PENAPIS PEMUATTERSUIS UNTUK PENGUKURAN AKUSnK 

Mohd AIBUddln Mohd AU1 

ABSTRAK 

Teknlk-teknik pemuat tersuis digunakan untuk merekabentuk suatu 
liIar penuras jalur laluan yang memenuhl tentuan. penuras-penuras 
yang dlperlukan dalam pengukuran akustlk. Kebersandaran clrl-clrl 
penuras pemuat tersuis kepada frekuensl jamnya menglzlnkan 
pencapaian keseluruhan lulat frekuensi jalur tengah yang diutamakan 
darl 10 Hz ke 20 kHz o/eh suatu IItar tungga/. Rekabentuk Inl 
menghasilkan suatu liIar yang tak peka terhadap kemuatan berparaslt 
dan perubahan nilal unsur. Keadaan Inl memungkinkan penuras 
tersebut dan kesemua a/at tambahnya dljadikan terkamlr penuh 
dengan menggunakan teknologi MOS. 

ABSTRACT 

Switched-capacitor lechnlques are applied 10 the design of a 
bandpass filter circuit satisfying the specification for filters used In 
acoustical measurement. Dependence of the switched-capacitor 
filler characteristics on Irs clock frequency allows the achievement of 
the wflo/e range of preferred midband frequencies from 10 Hz to 20 
kHz by a single circuit. The design produces a circuit which Is 
Insensitive to parasitic capacitances and element-value variations. 
This offers the possibility for the filter and all Its accessories to be 
fully integrated using MaS technology. 

or 
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INTRODUCTION 

Swltched-capacltor (SC) techniques and metal-oxlde-semlconductor 
(MOS) technology offer the possIbOIty of Implementing precise fully 
Integrated high quality fUters (Brodersen, Gray, and Hodges 1979). 
The Swltched-capacltor fUters (SCF), as they are called, consist only 
of capacitors, operational amplifiers (OA) and analogue switches 
which are all easRy Implemented In MOS Integreted circuit (IC). The 
fUter parameters are determined by the capacitor ratios and the 
frequency at which the switches are clocked. Using MOS technology, 
accurate capacitor ratios, which are relatively Insensitive to drift, are· 
realisable within a small silicon area. 

In this paper, we report the application of SC techniques to 
the design of bandpass fUters used In the analysis of acoustic noise 
and vibration. Actlve-RC filters have previously been designed for this 
purpose meeting specifications such as given by the British Standard 
2475:1964. In these filters, however, fUter parameters are dependent 
on the absolute values of resistors and capacitors. These values are 
difficult to control In current IC technology, thus active-RC filters are 
not suitable for precise Integrated Implementation. Furthermore, a set 
of these filters are required to provide for the various preferred 
midband frequencies In the specification. 

The SC techniques overcome the above problems and 
simplify the filter Implementation. All the filter characteristics with 
different midband frequencies can be obtained from a single circuit by 
only varying the clock frequency of the fRter. The following sections 
show how this circuit Is derived considering the design constraints 
posed by current IC technology. 

FILTER REQUIREMENTS 

The British Standard 2475:1964 gives specification for one-third 
octave bandpass (OTOB) fUters which Is shown In Figure 1. The 
critical frequencies In the Figure are given In terms of the midband 
frequency, fm as follows: 
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I 
'+1 = 22/24 1m Iorl ~ 1,2.3 

- 21-2 I - m lor I ,;, 4,5 

and (1) 

A set at liters with the above specification Is required lor acoustic 
noise measurement The prelerred values lor 'm are given by 

lor allintager I, 

I = 1000 x 101/10 m 

,20 < I < 13 

(2) 

In other words, the lowest 'm required Is 10Hz and the highest Is 20 
kHz. 

The spacHlcatlon In Figura. 1 can be satisfied by a lourth 
order Butterworth bandpass fUtar which can be realised by the 
doubly-tannlnated LC ladder network shown In FIgura. 2. Normalised 
values of the components are 

" 

RT = 10, LA = 1.1306H, Le ~ 0.0224H 

CB - 1.1306F. CA - 0.0224F (3) 
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DERIVATION OF THE SCF 

Design Method 

A number of methods have been proposed for the design of SCF 
(Gregorian, Martin, and Ternes, 1983). Among these, the design of 
high order SCF by simulating the doubly-terminated LC ladder 
network Is the most attractive due to lis low sensitivity to eiement
value variations Qnoue and Ueno, 1987). This method Itself leeds to a 
number of design approaches. The signal flow graph (SFG) design 
strategy using SC Integrators (SCI) Is here chosen. 

This design method stalls by transforming the dHferentlal 
equations describing the passive ladder network Into an SFG. This 
graph Is manipulated In order to obtain a representation which can be 
realised by using Integrators. A complete set of loop and node 
equations for the ladder network In Figure. 2 which Involves only 
Integrators Is given below. 

V1 = ~RT 

V2 = VsCA 

V4 = 12/sCB 

11 = V3/sLA 

13 = V4/sLs 

14 - V4/RT 

(4) 

An SFG representing these equations Is given In Figure. 3. It shows 
that four Integrators are required with two of them damped to 
Incorporate the terminations of the ladder network. 

In actlve-RC network these are realised by continuous-time 
Integrators as shown In Figure. 4. The Integrator In FIgure. 4(a) has 
the transfer function 



1 
H(s) = --- (5) 

whereas for the damped Integrator In FIgura 4(b), Ills 

(6) 

ConsIaru In these transfer fwlctlons are dependent on the resislor 
and capacitor values. 

Swllched-capacltor Integrator. 

The SCF Is derived from the SFG by using SCI. Figure 5 shows an 
inverting SCI whare each switching component represents two MOS 
fIeId-effecltranslslors (MOSFET) as In Figure 6(a) (Martin, 1980). They 
are controlled by a Iwo-phase non-overlapplng clock with frequency, 
fc = 1 IT as shown In Figure 6(b). Wkh this liming scheme, the z
transform transferfuncllon of the SCI Is (laker, 1979) 

(7) 

where HBO means that the Input and output are sampled during the 
even, ~ e and odd, ~ 0 clock phasas respectively. Figure 7 shows a 
non-Inverting SCI which realises the transfer function In (7) wlIhoutthe 
negative sign (Martin. 1980). 

Comparison of equations (5) and (7) shoINs thai the SCI Is 
. actually an lmpIementaIlon of the contInuous-Ikne Integralor through 

the lossIess Olscrete Integrator (lD1) transformation (Bruton, 1975) 

1 1_z-1 

s-+ - --
T z-1/2 

(8) 

., 
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The resistor value Is replaced by the switched-capacitor value 
according to 

(9) 

The Integrator gain constant In thI8 cue Is dependent on a capacitor 
ratio and the clock frequency. This Is further clarified by evaluating the 
frequency response of the SCI by aettlng z = exp a.. n In (7) to obtain 

1 wT/2 
(10) 

Jw 8In(wT/2) 

The reapoIl88 In (10) II aImIar to that of a contInuouHIme lrUgndor 
except for the deviation term given In the bracket ThIs deviation can 
be neglected. Ie II large compared to the signal frequencies O.e.wT 
< < 1 ). OtherwtS8 the deviation can be adjusted, according to the LDI 
trensformatlon, by prewarplng the continuous-lima frequency, n 
using 

2 
n '" -sin (wT/2) 

T 
(11) 

The advantage of the SCI circuits associated with the LOI 
trensformatlon Is that they are completely insensitive to strey 
capacltancea between any node and ground. Hence they can be 
prectIcaIy Implemented on chip using very small capacitance values. 
However, a problem arlsee when the damped Integrator Is to be 
Implemented through the LOI transformation. Applying (8) and (9) to 
equallon (6), the transfer function becomes 

(12) 
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The Z-1/2 term In the denominator assoclalad with the damping 
resistor R3 IS not realisable by SC circuits (Davis and Trick, 1980). 
Thus the termination In ladder networks cannot be realised exactly 
through the LOI transformation. 

The Z-1/2 term can, however, be approximated by (1 +Z-l )/2 
(Lee and Chang, 1980). Error associated with this approximation Is 
purely real affecting only the element values with no dissipative effect 
and hence causing very small distortion In the frequency response. 
This error can be neglected altogether II !AI T < < 1. Using this 
approximation, equation (12) becomes 

(e; I~) Z-1/2 

Heo = _ ----------
1 + c;/2~ - [1 - (c;/2~))Z-1 

(13) 

This transfer function can be realised by the damped sa In Figure 8 
which is also parasitic-Insensitive (Manln, 1980). The ratios of the 
Input SC and the feedback SC to the Integrating capacitor are given 
by 

1=1,3 (14) 

where C1 and C; are related. as In equation (9), to resistors of the 
damped Integrator In Figure 4(b), '\ and f\ respectively. 

Filter Circuit 

Using the SCI circuits In Figures 6, 7 and 8. the SCF can be derived 
from the SFG In Figure. 3 and Is shown In Figure 9. By comparing the 
SCF to the SFG and referring to equations (5). (9) and (14). the 
capacitor ratios for the SCF can be obtained In terms of the passive 
ladder component values. WIth Rr = Ul, they are 
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(15) 

It Is also desirable for the SC realisation of the ladder network to be 
scaled for maximum dynamic range. This Is done by analysing the 
passive circuit to determine the maxima of the relevant voltages and 
CUITentS. These maxima are then used to scale the capacitor ratios 
such that the maximum output of the OAs In the SC circuits are all 
equal lor a constant-amplltude swept frequency Input (Martin and 
Sedra, 1978). 

In the SC realisation of the passlva ladder In Figure. 2, the OA 
outputs simulate 11 , V 2' 13 and V •. The maxima of these variables 
are obtained by analysing the ladder network using a constant 
amplitude Input of IV and they respectively have values 

M1 = O.636A , M2 = 4.899V 

M3 = 3.651A , M. ~ O.500V (16) 

In scaling the capacitor ratios using these maxima. It can be observed 
from figure. 9 thet for J<. c, two different capacitors are required to 
scale the OA outputs V2 and V4 . Slmlarfy, two different capacitors are 
required for K.. C. 

The SC Implementation of the passive ladder with optimum 
dynamic range Is given In Figure. 10 where switch sharing Is also 
Implemented to reduce the number of switches. As an example, In 
figure. 9, capacitors J<. C and K, C are simultaneously switched to the 
Input 01 the OA, thus they can share a common switching component. 
The expressionS for the scaled capacitor ratios are: 

K1 = (M2/M1 )K3 

K. = (M3 fM 4)Ke 

K1' = (M4/M 1 )K3 

K4' = (M 1/M4)K8 (17) 



K. = (M1/M2)(T/CA) , K5 "(M./M 3 )(T/CA) 

Ko = K3/M1 

where K3 and Ke are the same as In (15). 

FURTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
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In arriving to the circuit of Figure. 10, sensitivities to element-value 
variations and parasitic capacitancea have been considered. The 
circuit requires only two clock phases and four OAs which allow 
simple and practical Implementation on chip. A few more 
considerations, which will determine the choice for the clock 
frequency, are given below. 

Component non-Idealities 

Non-Ideal sw~ches and OAs are causes of deviation In the behaviour 
of SCFs. Their effects, however, are mainly frequency dependent. A 
range of frequencies can thus be found where the effects of these 
non-idealities are negligible. Leakage In MOS transistor switch during 
Its off-state IIm~s the use of low fc to a few hundred Hertz. The 
leakage currents appear as a component of the SCF output voltage 
offset. 

The switch on-reslstance and finite OA unJty galn-bandwldth, 
on the other hand, have effects on the maximum allowable fc. The OA 
slow rate and settling time are other factors which limit the use of very 
high fc. To date, fc of 18MHz has been possible (Tawfik and Senn, 
1987). 

Noise Considerations 

Noise Is another Ilm~lng factor In the use of the SCF. The Important 
sources of noise are the thermal noise In the MOS transistor switches, 
the wldeband thermal noise and the 1 If noise of the OA (Bordersen, 
Gray, and Hodges 1979). The thermal noise of the switches, or 
referred to as the kT IC noise, limits the use of very small capacitors 
on Chip. 

or 
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The 1/1 noise, which Is dominant In low frequency 
applications, and the wldeband noise can be reduced through 
transistor channel modification or certain circuit techniques. However, 
a dynamic range of up to 90 dB Is stAI possible without these 
modifications. Thus, they are not necessary In this case. 

capacitance Spread 

The spread d the capacitor values wli affect the accuracy d 
capacitor ratio definition In monolithic implementation. Large 
capacitance spread also means large capacitors have to be 
Implemented on chip. Besides requiring larger chip area, this wit alae 
affect the OA settling time. The spread wli Increase with 'c as shown 
by equation (10). Designing the fPter lor optimum dynamic range also 
leads to large capacitor ratios as evident In (16) and (17). Since 
optimum dynamic range Is desirable, In this case, the capacitance 
spread has to be optimised by the choice of Ic. 

Antlallaslng Requirement 

The SCF, being a sampled-data network, requires an antlallasing flier 
(AAF) to bendllmlt Its Input signal. To avoid any extemal components, 
the continuous-time AAF has also to be realised on the same chip 
with the SCF. The Sellen and Key section, designed to have a second
order Butterworth lowpass response, Is usually used. The absolute 
value of resistance Implemented on chip has large variation though 
the ratio of two resistors wPI generally track very closely. Thus the 
quality factor of the pole pair of the AAF remains constant whle Its 
cut-off frequency, fo varies with the resistance absolute value. 

Tl)e variation of '0 of the AAF filter Imposes requirement for a 
higher 'c on the SCF. In order not to cause much drop In the SCF 
responce, the nominal '0 has to be chosen quite high as compared to 
'm. This wli require 'c to be much higher so that the AAF has 60 dB 
attenuation at Ic-Im as required by the specification. Furthermore, the 
, Is variable between 10Hz and 20 kHz. Thus It Is required that the 
J:J.F has enough attenuation at 'c 'or the 10Hz fPter whle not 
affecting the 20 kHz filter. Hence the required 'e becomes extremely 
large as compared to 'm. 

A novel·soIutlon to this problem Is through the use of the SC 
Declmator circuit proposed by von Grunlgen, et aI (1982). The circuit, 
clocked at nfc' suppresses response around' and Its multiples 
except at the riiuItIpIes of nfc. Thus a lower 'c can ~ chosen whOe the 
AAF now I1II8ds to have 60 oB attenuation at nfc-Im. The Integer n can 



take different values to account for the varlabllty of fm. Its choice Is 
only limited by the allowable capacitance spread since It determines 
the ratio of capacitors In the declmator circuit. The different n values 
can be Incorporated In a single SC DecImalOr circuit by using 
programmable SC arrays (Allstot, Brodersen, and Gray 1979). 

EXPERIMENTAL FILTER 

Based on the above considerations, fc = 48 'm was chosen lor the 
SCF. With such fc' prewarplng Is not necessary In the design. Thus 
the capacitor ratios can be calculated directly from equations (3), (16) 
and (17). The circuit In Figure. lOis Implemented using discrete 
analogue switches, operational amplifiers and capacitors. The 
capacitors were chosen to within ± 1 % of their design values. 
Capacitor values in the 100 pF to 10 nF range were used. These are 
actually more than a hundred times the capacitance level when 
Implemented on chip. 

Figure. 11 gives the gain response of the SC OTOB fdter 
Impiemented as above with 'c = 48 kHz. Figure. 12 gives the 
passband on an expanded frequency scale. These Figure show that 
the speclflcatlol1 Is met satisfactorily with fm = 1 kHz achieved. 
Satisfactory results were also obtained lor lower clock frequencies 
with similar performance achieved even for f = 10Hz. For f above 
60 kHz, the capacitance level chosen above Ill.s to be lower~ for the 
circuit to be satisfactory. 

CONCLUSION 

A single bandpass SCF circuit has been shown to be suitable for 
meeting the requirements of filters for noise measurement and 
vibrational analysis. Midband frequencies In the range of 10 Hz to 20 
kHz or more can be obtained by only varying the clock frequency of 
the circuit. The designed circuit gives allowance for simple and 
practical monolithic Implementation. This possibility offers the means 
lor Implementing the filter, circuits meeting Its antlallaslng 
requirements, digital control circuits lor varying the clock frequency 
and all other accessories on a single Chip . 

.. 
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NOTATION 

c 

f 

fC 

fm 

fo 

f+l,f_1 

H(s) 

H(w) 

H(z) 

capacitance 

capacitances of the Integrator circuits 

normalised capacitance values of the passive 
laddemetwork (PLN) 

frequency In Hz 

clock frequency of the SCF 

midband frequency of the SCF 

CUI-off frequency of the MF 

critical frequencies In the SCF specification 

voltage transfer function of a network 

frequency response of a network 

z-dornaln transfer function of a network 

H(z) of a network wnh Its Input and output sampled 
during the aven and odd dock phases respectively 

Integer 

'I currents In the PLN 

k Bottzmann's constant 

~,Kt capacitor ratios of the SCF 

LA,Le normalised Inductance values of the PLN 

MI maxima of the OA outputa 

n mUtipies of the dock frequency 

RI resistances of the continuous-time Integratora 

RT tennlnatlng resistance of the PLN 

s galllnllised frequency variable 



T 

T 

VI 

VIN 

Vour 

w 

z 

n 

~e' ~o 

clock period, T = 1/fc 

temperature In Kelvin 

voltages In the PLN 

Input voltage to the fltera 

output voltage of the iUtera 

discrete-time frequencies In rad/sec 

transformed variable defined as z = exp (sT) 

continuous-time frequencies In rad/sec 

even, odd phases of the clock W9Veform 

ABBREVIATION 

AN antiallaslng fUter 

IC Integrated circuit 

LC Inductor-capacltor 

LDI lossless discrete Integrator 

MaS metal-oxlde semiconductor 

MOSFET MaS fleld-elfacl transistor 

OA operational amplifier 

OTOB one-third octave bandpass 

PLN passive ladder network 

RC resistor-capacltor 

SC swltched-capacltor 

SCF swltched-capacltor fUter 

SCI swltched-capacltor Integrator 

SFG signal flow graph 

.. 
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